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Big Trouble in Little China: Fire and Fury 
Chronicle 1: I Left My Heart in Little China 

 

Chapter 6: The Dragon of the Black Pool Serves the Best Tea in Chinatown 

 

 

Tiger-heart banged on the steel bars with a pair of nunchaku. The raucous woke Gizmo with a 

shudder and he almost fell off the stool. Tiger-heart was accompanied by Wang, Destiny, 

Longshot, and Renshu Zhuang, also known as Grey-wise. The presence of all five made an 

imposing presence and a part of Gizmo was glad there were steel bars between him and the 

group.  

 

“How do you open this?” Wang asked as he held up Gizmo’s backpack. 

 

Wang had been trying to open Gizmo Lee’s backpack for the past twenty minutes to see what 

was inside. He was superbly unsuccessful. 

 

Gizmo answered Wang with a yawn, “It’s a bio-metric lock. Only I can open it.” 

 

Gizmo walked toward Wang and put his hands outside the bars. “Here, let me show you,” he 

said. 

 

Wang approached Gizmo. As the backpack came within inches of Gizmo’s hands, Tiger-heart 

and the other Chang Sing drew weapons and pointed them toward Gizmo. Gizmo tried not to 

look around as if he was worried. But he did notice a lovely variety of weapons in his proximity 

– a curved dagger, a katana, and a butcher’s knife to name three. He wondered if his plan might 

not be going so well.  

 

Gizmo unzipped the main compartment of the back pack with ease. Wang took back the 

backpack with a flick of his wrist and poured out its contents on the table. He found a variety of 

medical tools and implements. It looked like what you would find in a well stocked first-aid kit. 

But among the items was a camera. The make and model was unknown to Wang.  

 

“Is this bio, bio-met, metric, too.” Wang stuttered as he tried to remember the phrase. 

 

“No,” responded Gizmo, “It’s voice activated.” 

 

Then without a pause Gizmo spoke in a loud clear tone that could be heard by the camera’s 

microphone, “Initiate holographic interface, Security code alpha niner bravo. Engage.” 

 

The group turned to the camera with great interest but nothing happened.  

 

Gizmo chuckled, “That cracks me up every time! The more ‘Star Trekky’ I sound, the more 

people expect something spectacular to happen with my gadgets.” 
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Gizmo realized no one else was laughing. He composed himself and claimed, “Personally, when 

it comes to voice activated tools, I prefer to use plain English.” 

 

“Good morning camera,” Gizmo spoke loudly, “Please show me the pictures.” 

 

The camera sprang to life with lights and mechanical noises. It then projected a 3-dimensional 

image of a computer screen in front of Wang Chi who noticed a folder titled “Wing Kong” in the 

corner. A voice in the camera responded, “Good morning, sir. Have a nice day!” 

 

Gizmo yawned and stretched and said, “Double tap the Wing Kong folder with your finger and it 

will open up.” 

 

Wang was cautious but curious not only of what was inside the folder but of this strange 

technology. He double tapped on the hologram with his index finger and several pictures of 

mutilated and decomposed bodies of Wing Kong appeared. Wang and the Chang Sing were 

mesmerized by the sight.  

 

“Ewww gross,” exclaimed Zhi.  

 

Gizmo stopped his yawning, straightened up, and took immediate notice of Zhi who in addition 

to the dress that she wore to the Gala, had on a denim jacket and had traded her high heels for a 

pair of flip flops.  

 

“Go back upstairs, Zhi,” ordered Wang.  

 

“Who’s the chump in the cage, Pops?” Zhi asked in a tone that demanded an answer.  

 

“Daniel…Daniel Lee ma’am,” Gizmo answered with a traditional Chinese bow, “it is an honor to 

make your acquaintance.” 

 

Zhi smiled. She had never been treated with such respect by a handsome young man before. Zhi 

also found his light-heartedness refreshing. All the Chang Sing she knew were always so serious.  

 

Longshot banged the bars with his bow with a loud clang that scared Gizmo into standing 

straight up again. Wang handed the camera to Tiger-heart and snaked his way through the Chang 

Sing to get to Zhi. He grabbed her hand and began to lead her out, “I said, ‘back upstairs!’” 

 

“You were right about the Wing Kong warrior at the Wing Kong Exchange,” remarked Gizmo 

sternly. He interrupted the tussle partially because he wanted to get out of the cage and partially 

because he wanted Zhi to stay. 

 

“Impossible, all the Wing Kong are dead,” scolded Destiny.  

 

“There hasn’t been a Wing Kong in Chinatown or anywhere else for that matter for over 15 

years,” added Grey-wise as he found a seat at the table, “And the world is much better for it, if 

you ask me.” 
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“The one you saw IS dead,” stated Gizmo.    

 

Wang stopped and turned around. Zhi stood tippy toe to see over her father’s shoulder to see 

Gizmo speak, “He’s a clone created by General Chang. He escaped from the Han labs and we 

think Chang’s been experimenting on him and maybe others.” 

 

“We think?” Wang asked, “Who do you work for?” 

 

Gizmo realized he had slipped, “I can’t tell you that. But we’re on the same side. You have to 

trust me.” 

 

Wang shook his head and winced in disappointment.  

 

“He’s torturing the Wing Kong clones with scientific experiments in the sub-basement labs of 

Han tower” said Gizmo.  

 

“What do we care of one Wing Kong?” question Tiger-heart, “Alive, dead, or cloned.” 

 

Wang realized he still held Zhi’s hand. He loved her very much.  

 

“This is over our heads…clones, labs, Han tower. Are you kidding me?” 

 

“I’ve got the blueprints for Han tower,” exclaimed Gizmo, “I can defeat the electronic security. 

But I’d never get passed the guards or the Tong Elite. But you can.  If we work together we can 

do this.” 

 

Wang thought for a moment. 

 

“We have more pressing matters,” stated Tiger-heart,  

 

“Matters weren’t so pressing when the Chang Sing exterminated the Wing Kong,” stated Gizmo 

to Tiger-heart, 

 

“We didn’t exterminate them,” stated Longshot. 

 

“After most of them died with Lo Pan, you corralled the rest in a Chinatown alley,” reminded 

Gizmo, “You had them outnumbered 10 to 1. They refused to surrender to you saying they 

would rather die. The Chang Sing happily obliged them.”  

 

“The Wing Kong chose their fate. They deserve what they got. They’re animals,” stated Wang. 

 

Gizmo could see he was not being convincing enough.  

 

Gizmo then added the cherry on the sundae, “The Han Corporation’s central database is in Han 

Tower. All the information on his illegal activities is in it…insider trading, tax evasion, 
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everything. They don’t expect a cyberattack from inside the building. Once we reach a direct 

terminal to the main server, a decent hacker would only need a few minutes.” 

 

“I bet I could do it,” claimed Longshot. 

 

“I’d love to get my hands on that info but Han tower is way too dangerous. We’d never get out 

alive,” offered Tiger-heart.  

 

“He’s lying,” stated Zhi simply. Wang had come to appreciate Zhi’s mental powers. But Wang 

didn’t need mental powers to see that Zhi feared for her father’s life and would say anything if 

she thought it was too risky.  

 

Wang paused and thought. 

 

Then he looked at Gizmo and said, “We got our own cause to fight for. We don’t need to fight 

for someone else’s.” 

 

“Wang! Get out here now!” screamed Eddie as he threw open the door to basement. Startled by 

Eddie, Wang threw the backpack to one of the Chang Sing who understood he was to remain and 

watch over the prisoner.  Wang and the remaining Chang Sing ran up the stairs and through the 

kitchen. By the entrance of the restaurant, Wang saw one of the Tong elite. In addition to the 

gold cummerbund and bowtie, this Tong also had a long black overcoat and a gold scarf. Wang 

recognized him has Shunyuan Chin, an old friend. Accompanying him were two other Tong Elite 

and two cops. 

 

Wang and Tiger-heart navigated around the tables and made their way to the entrance.  

 

“Long time no see, Tiger-heart…Wang.” Talon said in a friendly but sarcastic tone as Wang and 

Tiger-heart approached him .  

 

“Kitchen is closed Talon,” responded Tiger-heart as he reached his old friend, “Maybe you come 

back tomorrow.” 

 

“Closed, huh, it looks like all of the staff is still here.” 

 

Talon was referring to the waiters, waitresses, and kitchen staff whom he recognized as Chang 

Sing. Each of them had placed themselves in a strategic area of the room, readying for a fight. 

Talon spotted Grey-wise behind the bar. Ironsage Grey-wise was an elder of the Chang Sing who 

left the Tong with Tiger-heart. Talon gave him a slight bow in respect. Grey-wise waited a few 

moments then returned the gesture. 

 

“What do you want, Talon?” asked Wang. 

 

Talon turned to his companions and motioned them to wait outside. The tension in the room 

dropped but didn’t disappear. 
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“I want a cup of tea, Dragonsage Wang.” Talon said as he bowed slightly then walked past Wang 

and sat at the bar. The confused Grey-wise looked at Wang. Wang nodded and the Grey-wise 

poured some hot water in a teapot and placed the teapot and a couple of cups in front of Talon. 

Talon poured himself a cup without hesitation. Wang joined Talon at the bar and poured himself 

some tea as well..  

 

“You always had the best tea, Wang.” 

 

Talon paused for a long while, enjoying his tea. Tiger-heart made his way to the back of the bar 

replacing Grey-wise. He made eye contact with Wang and put his hand underneath the bar 

countertop where the 12 gauge shotgun was stored. Wang shook his head subtly. Tiger-heart put 

his hand back onto the bar, pulling up a teacup. He then poured himself a cup of tea. 

 

“Employing Chang Sing. Speaking in public against Chinatown leadership. Spying on Chang  

and Han at the Mayor’s Gala. Are you trying to destroy Chinatown, Wang?” 

 

Tiger-heart snickered, “When was the last time you were in Chinatown?” 

 

Tiger-heart knew Talon well. Both of their fathers were Chang Sing and they were indoctrinated 

into the gang together. They fought the Wing Kong side by side many times. They considered 

each other brothers. But that all changed when Talon became Tong Elite. When Tiger-heart left 

and took the rest of the Chang Sing (those that did not become Tong Elite) with him, Tiger-heart 

and Talon ceased to be brothers. 

 

Talon took a long sip of his tea then put down his cup. 

 

“I’m here every day, brother,” Talon responded with a scowl. 

 

Wang interrupted, “No, not the new Chinatown where all the rich and famous hang out.” 

 

Wang took a long sip of his tea then continued, ”He means the old Chinatown where we grew 

up. The parts you’re going to buy, demolish, and build your shopping malls and condos.”  

 

On the other hand, Wang and Talon were civil to each other. Up until Tiger-heart left Han’s 

leadership, Wang often acted as referee between Tiger-heart and Talon during their many 

arguments. Wang even tried to keep Talon and Tiger-heart’s friendship together. Although futile, 

Talon appreciated the attempt. 

 

“I think what General Chang did to your beautiful Miao Yin was terrible,” Talon sipped his tea, 

“but necessary for progress, if you think about it. You of all people should know the burden of 

leadership. You shouldn’t let your hatred for the man’s deeds cloud your judgment, Wang.” 

 

“Miao Yin has nothing to do with this,” Wang spoke slowly and clearly, “This is about Han 

destroying Chinatown.” 

 

“The old Chinatown was nothing more than a tourist trap,” responded Talon. 
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“Tell that to the people that still live there,” said Tiger-heart. 

 

“Can’t you see we’re building something great here? Han is making Chinatown a center for 

commerce. Chinatown will no longer be just a tour bus stop. It will be the new Wall Street. A 

few people like you and the Chang Sing are standing in the way.” 

 

Wang was furious, “You are the one who is blind. It’s people, people like us and waiter and the 

cooks who ARE Chinatown. Chinatown is not a power, it is a community. You get rid of the 

people and you destroy Chinatown.” 

 

Talon tipped his head and the teacup back, finishing all of his tea. In satisfaction, he smacked his 

lips and said, “Ahhh.”  

 

Without missing a beat he continued, “You would have made a good politician, Wang. You 

should have applied to Han’s college when I did. Maybe by now you would have enough 

influence to do something and work within the system instead of being an annoying outsider. For 

your own sake, Wang, as well as your daughter’s, it’s time to stop. I’d hate to see you hurt.” 

 

The statement took both Wang and Talon by surprise. Talon may have once or twice been curt 

with Wang but never had he threatened him. Although as the divide between the Chang Sing and 

the Tong Elite grew wider, anything was possible.  

 

Tiger-heart decided to press the point, “Will you be the one to hurt him, Talon?” 

 

Talon placed his empty cup by the teapot. He paused for a moment then spoke kindly, “You 

always had the best tea, Wang.” 

 

Talon laid a crisp $20 bill onto the bar and walked out. His companions followed. As they left, 

the Chang Sing collectively let out a sigh of relief. Then the room fell silent. Everyone found a 

spot in the restaurant and turned their thoughts inward as they became engrossed in their own 

heavy concerns for their future. They all had doubts about what they were doing and what Chang 

was doing. Were they really standing in the way of progress? Would they pay for it with their 

lives? Talon’s appearance made it all too apparent who had the power in Chinatown and who 

didn’t. Perhaps it would be best to forget about Chang and the Tong Elite and get on with their 

lives.  

 

Eddie came out of hiding behind the kitchen door. “Phew!” he groaned, “that was pretty tense. I 

thought for sure someone was going to grab a sword, or a knife, or an axe start a fight. Thank 

goodness that didn’t happen. The press would have been terrible.” 

 

Eddie came up behind Wang and patted him on the back. He grabbed a cup, poured some tea into 

it, and sat down next to Wang.  

 

“Can you believe that guy?” 
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“What?” asked Wang only half listening his mind still on Talon’s words. 

 

“Talon… Mr. Tong Elite,” Eddie replied mockingly pushing his chest out, “He was so obvious.” 

 

Eddie’s words caught everyone off guard and they began to listen more intently. Unfortunately, 

Eddie was busily drinking tea and felt no need to finish his thought. 

 

“Eddie, what are you talking about?” asked Wang.  

 

Eddie put down his cup, “Damn that is good tea.” 

 

“EDDIE!” 

 

“Oh, sorry. I mean.., just all that threatening stuff and that bull about interfering with 

Chinatown’s future. It was just obvious he didn’t mean a word of it.” 

 

Eddie’s cell phone vibrated. He quickly looked at it and put it back in his pocket. He picked up 

the tea cup again. 

 

“He was obviously just trying to get under your skin just to see if you had something up your 

sleeve or something.” 

 

A confused Wang asked, “What do you mean?” 

 

Eddie responded “Well, obviously a guy like that just doesn’t go around thinking about the 

future of his community. He just goes wherever Chang tells him to go. Chang needed some 

information on you, it’s that simple. I guess he must be concerned about something.” 

 

Eddie took another sip of tea, “I mean I’m no legendary swordsman of kung fu master. But as 

your agent I’ve been dealing with sharks and shysters in the entertainment biz for years, I know 

someone with a hidden motive when I see one. Like that soy burger guy we met in Fresno. 

Remember him?”  

 

Wang was always amazed at how wise Eddie was when he really wasn’t thinking about it. He 

needed Eddie to continue without conveying how good he was doing.  

 

“What do you think he was concerned about?” Wang asked refilling Eddie’s tea. 

 

“Thanks. Who knows? Maybe he’s got some big investors coming into town and wants to make 

a good impression. Or maybe something is brewing that he doesn’t want you to know about.” 

 

“Really?” Wang asked encouraging Eddie to continue. 

 

“Let’s face it, the man is pure evil. He’s always up to something. Or maybe he thinks you got a 

hold of his financial records, huh?” 
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A hint of a smile returned to Wang’s face.  

 

“A guy like that is probably pretty worried all the time – worried that good people like you will 

find the opportunity one day to get something good on him and bring his house of cards down. 

Although, I don’t know why Chang would be so concerned, now. All his secrets are locked up 

tight in Han Tower. I mean, it’s not like we have the keys to the building or anything.”  

 

Wang locked eyes at Tiger-heart with a determined look that the Chang Sing leader hated.  

 

“By the way,” questioned Eddie, “who’s the loser in the basement?” 

 

“No way, Wang. Don’t even think about it!” screamed Tiger-heart.  

 

“Think about what?” asked Eddie “What’s going on?” 

 

Wang grabbed Eddie by the lapels, pulling him out of his chair, and gave him an impassioned 

bear hug. The sudden display of affection caused Eddie to spill his tea. Wang let him go then 

straightened out his clothes with a grin then headed straight for the basement. A line of 

concerned Chang Sing followed him.  

 

“Wang!” screamed Tiger-heart. 

 

“Chang’s up to something and I’m going to help this guy find out,” asserted Wang, “then he’ll 

help me get all the info we need to finally bring him down. This may be our only shot” 

 

Wang continued dismissively, “No one said you and the others had to come with me.” 

 

A confused Eddie watched everyone leave the room as he wiped up the spill with a rag. He took 

another sip of tea while trying to wrap his mind about exactly what transpired in the past few 

minutes. Then it hit him. 

 

“Oh my God!” he thought in wide-eyed amazement, “This is some damn good tea.” 

  

 

Gizmo was pacing in his cell in he heard the commotion of a gaggle of people rushing down the 

stairs. He knew this was the moment. His plan either worked or they were coming to kill him. 

The door swung open.  

 

“I’ll get you inside Han Tower and you help me get information on Chang  to put him away?” 

asked Wang curtly. 

 

“YOU will get me inside?” questioned Gizmo wondering why only Wang was going to 

accompany him. 

 

“WE will get you inside,” interrupted Tiger-heart, “Hey, someone has to watch your back. I still 

don’t trust this guy.” 
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Wang smiled at his friend and Tiger-heart returned it. 

 

Tiger-heart continued, “But I’m not ordering anyone else to go. This is dangerous – volunteers 

only.” 

 

“I’m the best hacker you’ve got. I’m in.” Longshot chimed.  

 

“An assault on Han Tower? This is shear madness,” spoke Grey-wise, “and something so 

unexpected it might work. I’m in as well.” 

 

The other Chang Sing nodded in agreement and gave the Chang Sing hand sign to each other. 

 

Gizmo spoke, “I don’t mean to interrupt the inevitable group hug that accompanies moments like 

this but can I please get out of this cage now?” 

 

“Let him out,” ordered Wang, “Everyone get your gear together. We leave in 15.” 

 

Wang’s words set up a flurry of activity among the Chang Sing.  

 

“I’m calling Ernie,” remarked Wang, “What do you think? Will two dozen eggrolls be enough?”  

 

“Eggrolls?” Gizmo exclaimed.  

 

Wang whipped out his cell phone and began to dial wildly.  

 

Grey-wise approached the door to the cell with the keys.  

 

With a smile Gizmo said, “Don’t worry. I got it.” 

 

Gizmo stuck his hand outside the cage and put his finger by the lock. The tip of his finger opened 

to reveal the bionic devices underneath. With a mechanical whir, a small tool popped out. He 

stuck it into the lock and a few moments later swung the door wide open effortlessly.   

 

“OK,” Gizmo said wiggling his toes, “who the hell’s got my boots?” 

 


